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OFFICIAL BACKNUMBERS

LARGE SIZE
38x39 cm

YOUR NAME
       IJF
       SPONSOR

© IJF/EJU
by mybacknumber.com

WOMAN
-57, -63, -70, -78, +78 kg
MAN
-73, -81, -90, -100, +100 kg

SMALL SIZE
34x35 cm

YOUR NAME
       IJF
       SPONSOR

© IJF/EJU
by mybacknumber.com

WOMAN
-40, -44, -48, -52 kg
MAN
-50, -55, -60, -66 kg

RESERVE JUDOGI

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

COLOR
R: 49, G: 39, B:131

EUROPEAN OPEN/EJU
ASIAN OPEN/JUA
AFRICAN OPEN/AJU
OCEANIA OPEN/OJU

GRAND SLAM

GRAND PRIX

NEW SPONSORLABEL SIZE

15 cm
32 cm

Official Partner: mybacknumber.com

© mybacknumber.com
THANK YOU!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

With pleasure we produced your personal backnumber and finally we sent it to you. When attaching the back number to your Judogi please follow the handling instructions in the booklet in order to comply with IJF regulations. We hope that your Backnumber will accompany you in all your future competitions for which we wish you the best of luck.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK.COM/MYBACKNUMBER

If you have any questions or wishes, or if our performance was not satisfying, please do not hesitate to contact us:
support@mybacknumber.com

© mybacknumber.com
SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

Please take note of the sewing and care instructions in this book, so you do not harm the rules and you will enjoy your backnumber for a long time.

It is best to have your Backnumber sewed on by a saddler or tailor who has got an industrial sewing machine.

Please use strong and thick needles. Depending on how thick your Judogi is needles could also break.

It is essential to use white thread for sewing. Sew as close as possible along the outer edge of your backnumber and then as shown above.

Please also note that it is not permitted to change the Backnumber.
SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

PLACEMENT

- Horizontally adjusted in the central section.
- At an exact distance of 3 cm from the bottom of the collar.

- Not on a slant and not covered by the belt in any case.

Note: If you are wearing a little judo suit, the distance from the collar to the Backnumber can be selected individually. Your belt should not cover the sponsor area.
**SEW**

- Suggestion for a national backnumber:
  - Correct application!
  - Incorrect application!

**CARE INSTRUCTIONS**

- Our backnumbers are machine washable up to 60° C...
- ...and tumble dry as well
- ...ironing at low temperatures is possible.
HANDLING SELF-ADHESIVE STICKERS

SELF-ADHESIVE STICKERS

The sponsor label or country label has to be attached to the space provided of the Backnumber. The surface must be 100% dry. The stickers are designed to be removable if the sticking time is not longer than 72 hrs.

Please make sure not to leave your sponsor label or country label on your Backnumber for longer than necessary, as this could make removal difficult. Remove immediately after the event!!! We do not assume any liability for damage to the backnumber or for adhesive residue on the backnumber.

No glue products can be additionally heated, because otherwise glue residues could occur.

STICKER FOR INTERNATIONAL BACKNUMBERS

YOUR NAME

INT

39 cm

38 cm

IJF/EJU SPONSOR-LABEL OR
IJF/EJU SPONSOR-LABEL BLANCO
32 x 15 cm

STICKER FOR SMALL, INTERNATIONAL BACKNUMBERS

YOUR NAME

INT

35 cm

34 cm

IJF/EJU SPONSOR-LABEL OR
IJF/EJU SPONSOR-LABEL BLANCO
32 x 15 cm

© mybacknumber.com